Invitation for Tenders for Video Referral System (VRS)

27.05.2024

Amateur Kabaddi Federation of India (AKFI) proposes to incorporate VRS in its various National Championship starting from 17th Senior Circle Style National Championship - Men & Women at Punjab University, Chandigarh from 15th to 17th June 2024.

Interested firms having technical knowhow and requisite equipment’s should send their offer in a sealed cover on per ground per day basis including their all expenses. Preference will be given to those who have experience in VRS in Kabaddi or Sports. The successful bidder will have to deposit Security Money Rs. 50,000.00 (Refundable without interest immediately after successful completion of the Championship) at least 5 days before the start of the Championship.

The successful bidder should provide minimum four HD / 4K / Slomo Camera Coverage and will give the recording of matches in HDD to AKFI immediately after the completion of the Championship. The Bidder will have no right on the footage and its streaming on any electronic platform. The successful bidder will bear the cost of requisite manpower and their boarding and lodging also.

The live streaming may be shown on the website of AKFI.

The sealed cover containing details of equipment’s and financial consideration should reach the AKFI on or before 1st June 2024 1 pm. On the following address:

E-386 Basement,
Greater Kailash Part – 1 New Delhi – 110 048

Bids received late will not be considered.

Bids will be opened in presence of bidders on 1st June 2024 at 1.30 pm.

AKFI reserves the right to modify the bid and to reject any bid without assigning any reason to the bidder. The decision of the Administrator of AKFI in this regard will be final and binding.
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